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Introduction
This is the first year the new specification for Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies has been assessed;
it has introduced new topics and new assessment objectives. The specification is a very popular
course as teachers and schools recognise the benefits of an examinable course that both interests
and educates young people. The variety of choice within the new specification allows teachers to
teach the course that most suits their students.
Unit 1 (5RS01) has replaced Unit A (5561/62) as the unit which covers both Christianity and one
other religion. This unit continues to be the most popular of the sixteen units, many candidates
sit this unit as a short course because it engages the interest of young people, it addresses
many moral and spiritual issues affecting young people today and importantly it fulfils all the
requirements for Key Stage 4 statutory Religious Education.
Teachers and candidates should note these general points in order to help candidates in
future years:
There is a choice of two questions per section, each contains four sub questions - (a), (b), (c),
and (d). Candidates can either attempt all the sub-questions in the top question (odd numbers)
or all the sub-questions in the bottom question (even number). Candidates who choose sub
questions from a mixture of the top and bottom questions will not be able to receive full marks
for all their responses.
Candidates are asked to indicate which question they have answered by crossing in a box.
Some candidates did not do this and they should be reminded to do this as part of examination
preparation.
The number of lines given in the answer spaces are more than adequate for candidates to
achieve maximum marks; there is no need for candidates to write more than this. If candidates
do write more than can be inserted into the allocated linage they may be using up too much time
on that particular question. Almost all the candidates who used extra paper had already achieved
maximum marks on that question.
There were a number of candidates who did not complete the final section of the examination
this year due to timing difficulties. Candidates should be encouraged to spend about twenty
minutes per question leaving ten minutes to check through work at the end of the examination.
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Question 1(a)
Part (a) questions ask for either a definition or examples.

Examiner Comments
The vast majority of candidates who attempted this questions gained full marks.
This was an easy question to get full marks by using a glossary definition but like
the example most responses were awarded 2 marks for an alternative wording.

Examiner Tip
Learn glossary definitions to gain full marks.

Question 1(b) (c) (d)
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Examiner Comments
In this response the candidate has answered part (a) under part (b) - this is a
perfectly acceptable thing to do as long as the candidate indicates this on the
paper. In question 1(b) more able candidates recognised that this was a question
about the design argument and discussed the concept of a designer linked to
purpose and complexity. Some candidates used Paley’s watch, but as the question
asks for two reasons they ended up only giving one very developed answer that
could not go beyond two marks.
Part (c) was generally well answered by most candidates. Some candidates gave
the religious response to unanswered prayers, which was not asked for in this
question.
Most candidates responded well to the new layout of the (d) question and were
able to state their own opinion and give reasons for it in (d)(i).

Examiner Tip
Candidates should state their own opinion at the beginning of (b) and (d)(i)
questions.
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Question 2(a)

Examiner Comments
This question was very well answered by candidates and almost all candidates who
attempted this question achieved full marks.
This particular response gives one of the answers provided by the mark scheme
although it is not the glossary definition.

Question 2(b) (c) (d)
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Examiner Comments
In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion and then give a reason for it. However, often the
reason given was the entire inconsistent triad argument, this provided only one reason and it was lengthy to write
out. More able candidates answered the question and provided two reasons which they then exemplified by one of
the characteristics of God. This example did this but then did not develop each reason. Part (c) was well answered
by candidates such as this example and these candidates were able to describe a religious experience and explain
how it led to belief in God. Less able candidates often described experiences which are religious such as being
baptised which could not gain any marks. Most candidates answered this part (d) well although some candidates
did not know why science is a convincing argument and other candidates did not find an alternative to the scientific
argument for the creation of the world.

Examiner Tip
Start (b) questions with the phrase 'I think...' or 'I agree...'
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Question 3(a)

Examiner Comments
Very few candidates knew the exact glossary definition for reincarnation but there
were many good, full mark responses, like this one, where the candidates clearly
understood what reincarnation was. However, there were some candidates who were
clearly confused between reincarnation and resurrection and thorough learning of
key words would prevent this confusion.

Question 3(b) (c) (d)
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Examiner Comments
For part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion about abortion and then give a reason for it. But
some candidates became tangled in the first part of the question where it says 'Should everyone...' and this led to
some confused and lower mark answers.
Most candidates chose to answer part (c) of this question from a Muslim perspective, however there were some
very thoughtful answers written from the perspective of other religions. Lower achieving responses were often
completely descriptive answers. Better candidates were able to get to the crux of the question as to the reasons
why followers held these beliefs.
Part (d) of this question caused problems for those candidates who did not know that euthanasia is illegal in the UK
(although turning off life support systems is legal). More able candidates gave examples from recent events in the
news and indicated that they had personally considered the issue.

Examiner Tip
Try practising answering all parts of a question - (a), (b), (c) and (d) - in 20 minutes.
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Question 4(a)

Examiner Comments
This candidate uses the glossary definition for the answer and so gains maximum marks.
Many candidates answering this question achieved full marks which shows this quite difficult
concept was known by the candidates. Typical wrong answers referred to killing people
which could have been a description of murder and was therefore worth no marks.
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Question 4(b) (c) (d)
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Examiner Comments
Candidates who attempted this question generally scored highly. It was also the second most popular question
on the whole paper and almost three times as many students answered question 4 than question 3. In part (b)
candidates were able to state their own opinion and then give at least two reasons for their opinion. These reasons
were frequently not religious reasons and while this is perfectly acceptable, those that gave religious reasons
usually provided more cohesive responses. Candidates should be aware that if they give three or four reasons for
their opinion only two can be credited and that time that could be used answering other questions. Part (c) was
well answered by the majority of candidates, who were able to give several reasons why Christians are against
euthanasia. This example however did not focus thereby reducing the marks they could receive. Answers that
did not achieve full marks also tended to include reasons why some Christians might be in favour of euthanasia.
Candidates should be encouraged to read questions carefully and identify where the response needs to include
reasons for, reasons against or both for and against as these instructions will change from question to question.
Most candidates responded well to the new layout of the (d) question and were able to state their own opinion and
give reasons for it in (d)(i).

Examiner Tip
In (c) questions start a new paragraph for each reason.
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Question 5(a)

Examiner Comments
Most responses, including this one, gained full marks. Some responses did not
gain one of the two available marks because they did not indicate that this
took place in marriage. A small number of candidates thought adultery was
something to do with adulthood and therefore gained no marks.

Question 5(b) (c) (d)
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Examiner Comments
This question was marginally more popular than question 6 but candidates tended to score similar marks on both
questions. In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion about whether family life is important
and happily most candidates seemed to feel that their families were very important to them. They were then
usually able to give one reason for it. Less able students often could not think of more than one reason. In part (c)
most candidates chose to answer from a Muslim perspective, however there were some very thoughtful answers
written from the perspective of other religions. Lower achieving candidates wrote completely descriptive answers
or gave a Christian response with a Muslim label on it. Better candidates were able to explain reasons why
followers held these beliefs and to develop these reasons with quotes from sacred texts. Part (d) produced a mixed
response from candidates with many unable to give any reasons agreeing with the question beyond 'it is natural'.
Some answers went off the question which was about contraception and gave answers about STI's and
pre-marital intercourse which could not be credited. Candidates should be reminded to make sure that they
answer the question set.

Examiner Tip
Catholicism is not a religion other than Christianity - this example could
receive no marks for the c part of this question.
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Question 6(a)

Examiner Comments
Candidates either knew what procreation was or they didn’t, like this
example, thus achieving either full marks or none. There were very few
answers that gained 1 mark.
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Question 6(b) (c) (d)
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Examiner Comments
For part (b) most candidates were able to state their own opinion about whether attitudes have
changed, but some were unable to give reasons why, which meant they achieved low marks. Similarly
candidates who said that homosexuals can get married were not credited. It is important that in
this topic (which is new to this unit) candidates know the facts rather than perceived wisdom about
the issue. This candidate answers the question and then continues by giving what they think is other
peoples views - this is not needed in (b) questions. Part (c) was well answered by the majority of
candidates, who were able to give several reasons why Christians are against sex outside marriage.
Answers that did not achieve full marks were those that included reasons why some Christians might be
in favour. Candidates should be encouraged to read questions carefully and check whether a response
needs to include reasons for, reasons against or both for and against as these will change from question
to question. Part (d) of this question caused very few problems for candidates, most were able to give
three reasons for backing their view in (d)(i) and three reasons for an alternative view in (d)(ii). More
able candidates used examples and quotations to support their opinion.

Examiner Tip
Part (b) questions only need a reasoned personal opinion not an
alternative to the personal opinion as well.
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Question 7(a)

Examiner Comments
This is a new key word and many candidates did not get full marks.
As shown by this example there appears to be a general misunderstanding
as to what the words minority and majority actually mean.
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Question 7(b) (c) (d)
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Examiner Comments
This was the most popular question on the paper; it was over five times as popular as question 8.
There were timing issues for a large number of candidates with many not completing this question or
question 8. In part (b) better candidates recognised that this was a straightforward question asking
for two benefits in a multi-faith society. Lower scoring responses such as the example shown mixed up
multi-faith with multi-ethnic. Part (c) was well answered by candidates who had learned about the
different types of Christian groups, their views on equality for women in religion and why these views
are held. However, many candidates simply described the views which limited the marks they could
receive to level 1 (maximum of 2 marks). Other candidates confused the Christian groups and gained
very few marks if any. Some candidates did not answer the 'in religion' part of the question which
expected candidates to talk about women in the ministry and so they gained no marks. In part (d) most
candidates were able to respond to the quote but did not give substantive reasons why religion might
reduce (or encourage/tolerate) racism. Many candidates mixed up religious intolerance with racism
(or other topics as in the example) and so could not achieve the higher marks.

Examiner Tip
Learn carefully the differences between multi-ethnic and multi-faith.
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Question 8(a)

Examiner Comments
Candidates who had learnt this definition from the key word glossary achieved
full marks, those who tried to do it from general knowledge like this example
could not gain any marks.

Question 8(b) (c) (d)

Examiner Comments
There were obviously timing issues for a large number of candidates. Many, like this example, did
not complete question 7 or questions 8. In part (b) most candidates were able to state their own
opinion and then give reasons for it, however often the reasons were simply a list of the changes
that have occurred in women’s rights which was then not linked back to the question and therefore
gained few marks. Part (c) was well answered by candidates who chose one religion, usually
Islam, and were able to give reasons why Muslims believe in racial harmony. Less able candidates
either did not answer this question at all or were unable to give more than one accurate reason.
In part (d) the government involvement in community cohesion is a new topic on this specification
and although most candidates answered this question well, some did not know what community
cohesion was (even though it is a key word) or what the government does to encourage it.
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Candidates produced some very interesting answers to the questions posed. This indicated
that they and their teachers had not only studied the topic but importantly had linked them to
everyday life and that reflected in the society around them.
Some general points can be made on how best to answer the various question types:
Maximum marks on the part (a) questions are easily gained by learning the specification glossary
definitions and this is a constant feature throughout the paper. Candidates who had learnt them
performed to a high standard on these questions.
Only the candidate’s point of view is credited in (b) questions. There is no reward for explaining
other people’s opinions in this question. The easiest way to gain full marks is for candidates to
concentrate on stating their opinion and writing two separate reasons for it, each in a distinct
paragraph and to develop each of the reasons with an example or a quote.
Candidates can gain the higher mark within each level by writing coherently, as this is the part
of each question where QWC (quality of written communication) is assessed. It is also worth
remembering that part (c) questions tests AO1 and will either ask for candidates to ‘Explain why’
or to ‘Explain how’.
Many of the part (d) questions produced interesting answers. However, candidates should ensure
that they start by stating their own view and reasons for it in the (d)(i) part of the question and
state reasons why someone might hold a different view in the (d)(ii) part rather than confusing
the two halves. Teachers should be aware that templates used to answer questions in the legacy
specification will not work with the new specification. At least one of the reasons given in either
(d)(i) or (d)(ii) must be explicitly religious to go beyond 3 marks. It should be pointed out that (d)
questions on this unit can ask for the candidate to refer to either one religion (i.e. any religion),
one religion other than Christianity or can specify that Christianity is referred to.

Grade boundaries:
Grade

Max. Mark

*

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Raw mark boundary

80

71

60

49

38

31

24

18

12

Uniform mark scale boundary

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20
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